Two-dimensional in vivo pressure/diameter relationships in the canine main pulmonary artery.
Ultrasonic measurement of blood flow within the main pulmonary artery (MPA) requires a precise knowledge of the mean blood velocity within this vessel and the cross-sectional area (CSA). Small conformational changes in the elliptical shape of the MPA have substantial effects on the calculation of CSA and, subsequently, flow. We examined the extent of these changes by measuring the pulsatile and mean elliptical dimensions of the MPA in nine anaesthetised, open-chested, mechanically ventilated mongrel dogs using two pairs of 10 MHz ultrasonic, piezoelectric crystals. These custom-made devices were sutured to the PA adventitia along the long and short cross-sectional axes 2 cm distal to the pulmonary valve. Axial dimensions were collected during normal, elevated (via noradrenaline and fluid additions) and reduced (via exsanguination) PA pressures. We confirmed the linear pressure/diameter response in 15/18 axial data sets (r greater than 0.80). Further, the linear axial responses of the long and short diameters were parallel (7/9, p less than 0.05) and have different zero-pressure intercepts (7/9, p less than 0.0001). A mathematical consequence of this parallelism is predictable, although non-constant, eccentricity. Finally, error analysis of multi-axial measurement techniques were shown to improve CSA accuracy by as much as 50% when compared with uni-axial determinations.